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练软件《百宝箱》 决胜四级--词汇（1） Directions: There are

30 incomplete sentences in this part.For each sentence there are four

choices marked A),B),C)and D).choose the ONE answer that best

completes the sentence. 1.He never thought of it before,______the

tie of their blood. A.taking granted B.taking for granted C.taking it

for granted D.so take for granted 2.The death of his wife was a big

blow to him.He just couldnt ___it. A.get on B.get over C.get along

with D.get through 3.I knew I was wounded,but strangely enough,I

did not feel any ___. A.ache B.hurt C.pain D.painful4.Goe has a

family of six to ___. A.live B.raise C.support D.feed 5.My brother

___ in an electronics factory ever since he graduated. A.has been

working B.has worked C.had worked D.worked 6.The department

has ___ an English film to be shown every week. A.arranged

B.planned C.set up D.arranged for 7.The peasants naturally will ___

this new policy. A.benefit from B.make profit in C.make money

from D.benefit in 8.He was in a ___ mood,so I had the courage to

explain the whole situation to him. A.relaxing B.relax C.relaxed

D.relaxation9.The girl insists that she ___ jobs usually done by men.

A.does B.do C.did D.will do 10.He always keeps his promise.You

can ___ him. A.depend on B.count on C.get on D.look on 11.The

food was not ___. A.fit to be eaten B.fitting to eat C.fit to eat D.fitting

to be eaten 12.___ his resolution in opposing the other jurors



position, a young mans life was saved. A.Since B.As for C.Thankful

to D.Thanks to 13.If this ___ happen again,we wouldnt let you off so

easily. A.would B.could C.were to D.carry on 14.We must find

people to ___the work when these old professors retire. A.carry out

B.bring out C.put forward D.carry on 15.The police expressed the

opinion ___ the girl was partly responsible for the act. A.that B.when

C.in that D.as 16.___ a restaurant as good as this one. A.Nowhere in

the city we can find B.Nowhere in the city can we find C.No place of

the city we can find D.No place of the city can we find 17.Few people

have ever ___ deep into this forest,for it is extremely dangerous.

A.risked to B.tried to go C.tried going D.risked going 18.___ the

whole city and its surroundings. A.On the top of the hill could be

seen B.On the top of the hill could see C.From the top of the hill

could be seen D.From the top of the hill could see 19.___by the

performance,half the audience left before it was over. A.Much

impressed B.Being much impressed C.Not much impressed D.To be

much impressed 20.Our young people are ___ work in

underdeveloped areas of our country. A.called out to B.called on to

C.called for D.called on 21.I remember Jane___. A.to tell me about

that B.having told me about that C.to have told me about that

D.telling me about that. 22.We are ___ paper.Go and get some

more. A.using out B.running for C.running out of D.running after

23.Many of our young workers ___ proper training. A.are lacking in

B.are lacking C.lack for D.lack in 24.His views are changing all the

time.I really can not ___. A.see him through B.make him out C.take

him in D.understand 25.She does not want to be bothered when she



is ___ work. A.on B.in C.out of D.at 26.We all ___ the day when our

country is reunified. A.look ahead to B.look forward to C.hope for

D.wish 27.___,I dont like the film at all. A.Telling you the truth B.To

tell you the truth C.Telling you a secret D.To tell you a truth

28.Eventually he was sentenced to ___ a war criminal. A.be hanged

as B.be hung as C.be hanged for D.be hung for 29.The task went

more easily than ___ before. A.he knew it B.he had known it C.he

had known D.he had ever known it to 30.Everybody ___ this lovely

child. A.took to B.took care of C.took over D.took in 100Test 下载
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